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If it looks like a duck, swims like a duck, and quacks like a duck,
then it is probably a duck.

—unknown
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Preface

Ask a metaphysician today about the relationship between mind and matter,
and you’ll probably hear a lot about whether consciousness reduces to
something physical, like a brain state. The unspoken assumption is that the
physical world is familiar, well-understood, and ultimately unmysterious.
The question is what to make of conscious experience, including the experi-
ence that reveals the world to us.

Travel back in time a hundred years or so to ask the same question, and
you’ll hear a lot about whether physical things reduce to something mental.
The unspoken assumption was that conscious experience was something
familiar, well-understood, and ultimately unmysterious. The question was
what to make of the world that experience reveals.

Return to the present, and you might notice signs of renewed interest in
the older question. With the prospects for a reductive theory of conscious-
ness looking increasingly dim, and physics looking increasingly incapable of
providing its own interpretation, some people are giving reductive theories
of the physical a second chance, including theories that attempt to define the
physical in mental terms rather than vice versa.1

This book is my contribution to the revival of mind-first metaphysics. Its
aim is to convince you that physical things are nothingmore than tendencies
for experiences to occur in certain ways—“permanent possibilities of sensa-
tion,” as J.S. Mill calls them. Many have found Mill’s proposal intriguing, but
it’s not easy to turn it into a proper theory. What does “possibility” mean
in this context, and what sort of experiences are physical things supposed
to be possibilities for? Historic treatments of phenomenalism leave these
questions largely unanswered. In the pages that follow I try to do better.

1 Prominent examples include David Chalmers, Rae Langton, and Galen Strawson: see
Chalmers (1996: 297–308), Langton (1998), and Strawson (2006). Two philosophers never
stopped asking the older question: see Foster, (1982; 1991; 2008) and Robinson (1982, 1994,
forthcoming).
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x preface

At the end of the day, phenomenalism is a simple idea: a rock is a tendency
for experiences to occur as they dowhen people perceive a rock, and likewise
for all other physical things. This book is an elaboration of that idea.

M.W.P.
Singapore
February 2021
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1
TheWorld as Hypertext

There’s a cantaloupe on the table. This has various implications. For one, if
you were looking at the table, you’d have a visual impression of a roundish
object with a variegated brownish green surface. For another, if you were
to touch the cantaloupe, you’d have tactile experiences of something cool
and hard. More generally, there’s a complex package of experiences that
a person appropriately situated with respect to the cantaloupe is apt to
have. This package of possible experiences is arguably unique. An object
ever-so-slightly different from this particular melon would reveal its pres-
ence through slightly different experiences, at least in appropriately situated
observers. It would have a slightly different phenomenal fingerprint, so to
speak. A completely dissimilar object would come with a very different
package of possible experiences.

This is all fairly obvious, but it raises an important philosophical question
about the relationship between the melon and the associated package of
possible experiences.

According to a very natural commonsense picture, the melon is in some
sense prior to the possible experiences. The experiences we’re apt to have
when perceiving themelon depend on themelon, which somehow underlies
the experiences or their possibility.

In this book, we’re going to explore a different picture of the relationship.
Could it be that the possible experiences are in fact fundamental, and that
the melon just is the complex package of possible experiences? This is a
radical departure from the common-sense view: a surprising inversion of
our ordinary way of thinking. Still, there might be something to it. After
all, we only know of the melon by actually having some of the possible
experiences associatedwith it.Wenever get any direct evidence of something
underlying our experiences of physical things, existing independently of
those experiences or the possibilities for them. If we want to keep our
ontology as simple as our evidence allows, there’s at least something to be
said for the inverted way of looking at things.

The standpoint I’ve described is called phenomenalism. It invites var-
ious objections. You might wonder how phenomenalists can make sense

Phenomenalism: A Metaphysics of Chance and Experience. Michael Pelczar, Oxford University Press.
© Michael Pelczar 2022. DOI: 10.1093/oso/9780192868732.003.0001
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of possibilities for experience without positing an underlying reality that
grounds or sustains the possibilities; youmight wonder how phenomenalists
can describe the relevant possibilities without calling on observers with
appropriately constituted brains and sensory organs; you might wonder how
to reconcile phenomenalism with the intersubjectivity of physical things.
We’ll address these issues and others in due course. As we do so, and the
more we reflect on the somewhat revisionary picture that phenomenalism
presents, the more natural the view will come to seem—at least, that’s my
hope. I also hope to show that phenomenalism sheds much-needed light on
the connection between everyday experience and modern physics, the rela-
tionship between mind and body, and the nature of perceptual experience.

In the phenomenalist worldview, there are experiences, and there are pos-
sibilities for experience—and that’s all. Later, I’ll argue that the possibilities
are best understood as conditional probabilities for various experiences to
occur given the occurrence of other experiences. So, in my view, reality con-
sists of experiences, and probabilities related to experience.The probabilities
are the physical part of the world.

Let’s work our way a little deeper inside the phenomenalist worldview.
Imagine that, unbeknownst to us, there are conscious beings who perceive
without being perceived, and have no effect on the physical world. Imagine
that our universe is thickly populated with such beings. Suppose that these
beings—call them ideal observers—are distributed in time and space in such
a way that no physical feature of our world escapes their notice: collectively,
they perceive every physical object, event, process, and state of affairs that
exists in our world at any time or place.

An earthquake occurs off the coast of Sumatra, causing a tidal wave in
Somalia. The occurrence of the wave event depends on the occurrence of
the tectonic event. We might put this by saying that the tectonic event
gives a certain probability to the occurrence of the wave event, or that
the occurrence of the tidal wave counterfactually depends on the tectonic
shift. Given the ubiquity of ideal observers, there are experiences of the
earthquake, and experiences of the tidal wave, and the latter depend on the
former to the same degree that the occurrence of the tidal wave depends
on the occurrence of the earthquake. Likewise for all the events that occur
between the earthquake and the tidal wave: as a water-wave propagates
through the Indian Ocean, an experience-wave propagates through the ideal
observers.

What if the only thing we knew about were the ideal observers’
experiences? We know about some observers’ earthquake experiences, we
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know about other observers’ tidal wave experiences, and we know these
experiences stand in various counterfactual or probabilistic relations. We
have, let’s suppose, complete information about the phenomenal qualities
of all the observers’ mental lives, and complete information about the
dependencies among the observers’ experiences. What should we infer from
this information?

You might think it would be appropriate to infer the existence of an inde-
pendently existing physical world with features that give the ideal observers
their experiences and explain the dependencies among them.

But there’s another, more conservative, answer. What should we infer
from the given information? Nothing! What calls for explanation about the
ideal observers’ experience is its apparent non-randomness: the observers’
experiences occur in regular and seemingly coordinated ways. It’s reasonable
to think that something explains this fact. The minimum required to explain
it are objective tendencies or propensities for the observers to have certain
experiences, conditional on their having certain other experiences. But
we’ve already inferred these tendencies, by positing relations of probabilistic
or counterfactual dependence among the ideal observers’ experiences. To
explain the propagation of the experience-wave, it’s enough to suppose that
certain observers have experiences as of rising water, which leads to certain
other observers having experiences as of falling water, which leads to yet
other observers having experiences as of rising water, and so forth. There’s
no obvious need to posit anything further to explain the patterns in the
observers’ experiences.

If this sounds like an invitation to externalworld skepticism, that’s not how
it’s intended. As I see it, once we’ve concluded that certain experiences are
apt to occur in certain ways conditional on the occurrence of certain other
experiences, we’ve already arrived at an external world. Physical things just
are propensities for experiences to occur in certain ways. They are, as Mill
puts it, “permanent possibilities of sensation.”

The ideal observers are a fiction, but it’s at least possible for there to be
experiences just like theirs, related to one another in just the same ways. For
any possible physical world, we can imagine a network of experiences that
would exist if that world were thickly populated with ideal observers. Call
any such network of experiences an ideal world.

Given that our world doesn’t contain anything like the number and variety
of experiences that exist in a scenariowith ideal observers, the physical world
we inhabit is not an ideal world. Still, we might identify physical reality with
the circumstance that a certain ideal world is the one thatwould exist, if there
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were an ideal world; or, the circumstance that a certain ideal world is the one
that would exist, if our own actual experiences were parts of an ideal world;
or, the circumstance that a certain ideal world is the one with the highest
probability of existing, conditional on our own experiences belonging to an
ideal world. Phenomenalism is the view that physical reality is some such
circumstance.

According to phenomenalists, physical facts are conditional facts about
experience. Exactly what kind of conditional facts is negotiable: traditional
phenomenalists think of them as counterfacts of the form, “If experiential
state of affairs 𝜙 existed, experiential state of affairs 𝜓 would exist”; I prefer
to think of them as probabilistic facts of the form, “The likelihood of experi-
ential state of affairs 𝜙 given experiential state of affairs 𝜓 = (or >, or <) x.”
But all phenomenalists agree that for there to be some physical entity is just
for there to exist some conditional state of affairs related to experience.

Loosely following Mill, let’s use “possibilities of sensation,” “possibilities
for experience,” and “phenomenal possibilities” synonymously, as blanket
terms for conditional facts about experience.1

Phenomenalists think that possibilities of sensation are enough to account
for the prima facie orderliness and intersubjective coordination of actual
experiences. There’s no need to posit a further level of reality that grounds
or underlies the possibilities. Phenomenalists do however acknowledge that
there’s a reasonwhy you have the experiences you do. You have them because
various physical events take place in your brain, which are themselves
effects of further events in your physical environment. But your brain and
environment are just possibilities of sensation: the physical facts about
them are conditional facts about experience. Some phenomenal possibilities
explain others, and some explain actual experiences, but there’s no need to
posit something over and above all phenomenal possibilities to explain our
experiences or anything else.

It’s reasonable to think that something explains why experiences occur
in the seemingly coordinated and non-random ways they do, and phe-
nomenalists say that what explains it are various conditional facts about
experience. Opponents of phenomenalism think that the conditional facts

1 I hope it’s clear that these are terms of art. The phrases “possibility of sensation,” “possibility
for experience,” and “phenomenal possibility” are just convenient ways of referring to condi-
tional facts about experience, without committing ourselves to any particular view about the
exact nature of the relevant conditionals (e.g., counterfactual vs. probabilistic). Needless to say,
the “possibility” in “possibility of sensation” doesn’t mean mere logical possibility.
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about experience are grounded in an underlying reality, and that it’s this
underlying reality that is the physical world.

Well, suppose we do posit an underlying reality: something that doesn’t
reduce to conditional facts about experience, and that grounds or underlies
the conditional facts about experience. What does this achieve?

Nothing, without more details about the nature of the posited reality and
the mechanism by which it ostensibly grounds or underlies the phenomenal
possibilities that characterize our world. However, if something grounds
or underlies the phenomenal possibilities, we can’t learn anything about it
except through experience. If you try to look behind experience to see where
it’s coming from, you’re just going to have more experience.

So, if there’s something distinct from all experiences and possibilities
for experience that explains why they exist, we can never know anything
about it, except possibly (but how?) that it explains why the experiences and
possibilities for experience exist. Positing such an entity is like saying that
something causes the tide to rise and fall, adding that the only thing we can
ever know about this “something” is that it causes the tide’s rise and fall.

Maybe there is something that grounds all the conditional facts about
experience that hold in our world; at least, this isn’t something phenom-
enalists have to deny. But there’s no compelling reason to think there is
any such grounding entity, and even if there is, the physical world is not
it, but the conditional facts about experience that it grounds. The way
phenomenalists see it, if something grounds the conditional facts about
experience, it explains why there is a physical world, but it is not itself the
physical world: its relationship to the physical world is analogous to God’s in
traditional theistic cosmology.

Phenomenalists see the physical world as analogous to a hypertext. The
melon on the table is a collection of hyperlinks: click for visual sensations of
something round and beige; click again for tactile sensations of something
cool and rough; click once more for visual sensations of something fleshy
and salmon-colored. With luck, the next click will take you to some sweet
and juicy flavor-sensations. (Hopefully therewon’t be any annoying pop-ups,
like a fly landing on your plate.)

The hypertext analogy only goes so far. In an actual hypertext, like the
WorldWideWeb, links exist only as suitably configured computer hardware:
take away the underlying hardware, and you take away the hypertext. In the
phenomenalist view, nothing underlies a hyperlink, except possibly more
hyperlinks. The computer hardware itself is just a network of hyperlinks. It’s
hyperlinks all the way down.
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Phenomenalism is such an uncommon view today that I should say
something about how it relates to more familiar metaphysical theories, like
dualism, materialism, and traditional idealism.

Like idealism and materialism, but unlike dualism, phenomenalism is a
kind ofmind–bodymonism.Materialism reduces all mental facts to physical
facts; phenomenalism reduces all physical facts to mental facts. It’s true that
the mental facts to which phenomenalists reduce physical facts aren’t facts
about actually occurring experiences (as in traditional idealism), but about
what experiences occur conditional on the occurrence of other possible
experiences. But this doesn’t disqualify phenomenalism from counting as
a kind of monism. Materialist theories typically include in their ontology
various conditional facts about physical phenomena. If conditional facts
about experience are non-mental, it’s only in the same sense that conditional
facts about the physical world are non-physical; so, if typical materialist
theories are monistic, so is phenomenalism.2

Like dualism and idealism, but unlike materialism, phenomenalism
doesn’t entail a reductive view of consciousness. Phenomenalists identify all
physical things with possibilities for experiences, but they do not, or anyway
need not, identify any experience with anything physical. In particular,
phenomenalists are under no obligation to identify conscious experiences
with brain states. Phenomenalism is compatible with the possibility of
zombies.3

Like dualism and materialism, but unlike traditional idealism, phenom-
enalism doesn’t entail that physical things are mind-dependent. That’s

2 My policy will be to classify conditional facts about experience as phenomenal facts,
and conditional facts about physical phenomena as physical facts. (So, in my taxonomy, the
phenomenal facts include both facts about actually occurring experiences and conditional facts
about experience, and the physical facts include both facts about actually occurring physical
phenomena and conditional facts about physical phenomena.) This is just a terminological
choice. If we classify conditional facts as topic-neutral instead of phenomenal or physical,
phenomenalism and materialism will be dualistic, positing topic-neutral facts in addition to
facts about occurrent mental or physical phenomena; but then what’s normally called dualism
will posit three kinds of facts: occurrent physical, occurrent mental, and conditional.

3 Phenomenalism is also compatible with the claim that zombies are impossible. You could
combine the view that physical entities are possibilities of sensationwith the view that conscious
states are brain states; you’d just have to add that the brain states are nothing but possibilities
of sensation. (Something like this seems to be Hobbes’s view: see Hobbes 1655/1839: 102–4,
387–93.) Such a theory would inherit all the vulnerabilities of standard materialism—the
zombie argument, the knowledge argument, etc.—and for that reason doesn’t strike me as an
attractive position. (Zombie argument: there could be possibilities for experiences of my brain
states in a world with no conscious experience; knowledge argument: Mary could know all the
possibilities for experiences of my brain, eyes, etc. without knowing what it’s like to see red.) I’ll
say more about materialistic phenomenalism in Ch. 8.
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because, unlike traditional idealists, phenomenalists identify physical things
with possibilities for experience, rather than actual experiences. Since
a possibility can exist without being realized, a conditional fact about
experience can hold even if none of the experiences it concerns actually
occurs—phenomenalism allows that rocks could exist in a world devoid of
experience.⁴

These comparisons cast phenomenalism in a rather favorable light. It’s
the only monistic theory among those considered that delivers a world of
mind-independent physical things, without committing its proponents to a
reductive theory of consciousness.

In some ways, the position closest to phenomenalism is another relatively
unknown theory: structuralism (also known as ontic structural realism). In
one standard version, structuralism identifies the physical facts of our world
with facts about causal structure, understood in terms of causal powers. The
difference is that where structuralists want to construct the physical world
out of powers to cause nothing but further powers, phenomenalists want to
construct it out of possibilities for something besides further possibilities,
namely conscious experience. In both views, the physical world is a kind of
bare input–output architecture. It’s just that for phenomenalists, the inputs
and outputs are possible experiences, while for structuralists they’re further
bits of input–output architecture.⁵

Structuralism is a very austere view: too austere for most tastes. I find
it rather attractive, and more defensible than most people think; I don’t
know of any knock-down argument against it. But structuralism tells us
nothing about the relationship between mind and matter, nothing about
the relationship between the world as described by physics and the world as
revealed in everyday experience, and nothing about the relationship between
perception and its objects. Phenomenalism has a clear and (to my mind)
satisfying story to tell about all these relationships. Structuralism gives us an
analysis of matter; phenomenalism gives us that and much more.

⁴ Thus David Armstrong is mistaken when he claims that “unobserved physical reality
cannot, for the phenomenalist, be what we all think it is in our unphilosophical moments:
something ontologically additional to observed physical reality” (Armstrong 2004: 2) A better
target for Armstrong’s criticism is Berkeley, who holds that “all those bodies which compose
the mighty frame of the world, have not any subsistence without a mind; that their being is to
be perceived or known; that consequently so long as they are not actually perceived by me, or
do not exist in my mind, or that of any other created spirit, they must either have no existence
at all, or else subsist in the mind of some Eternal Spirit” (Berkeley 1710/1901: §6).

⁵ For structuralism, see Russell (1927), Dirac (1938–9), Ladyman and Ross (2007: 130—89),
Sider (2011), French (2014), and Tegmark (2014). More on structuralism in Ch. 7.
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The plan for the book is as follows. Chapter 2 presents Mill’s original
phenomenalist theory, to provide some historical context for what follows.
Chapter 3 elaborates the argument for phenomenalism that I sketched earlier
in this chapter, which parallels an influential argument for materialism due
to David Lewis and David Armstrong. At this stage, I’ll be working with
an intuitive notion of possibilities of sensation as propensities that support
relevant experience-related counterfactual conditionals or conditional prob-
abilities. In Chapters 4 and 5, I make this notion precise: Chapter 4 offers a
detailed account of the experiential states of affairs that I take physical things
to be possibilities for, and Chapter 5 offers a detailed explanation of what I
mean by saying that there are possibilities for them. Chapter 6 gives a second
argument for phenomenalism, which parallels another influential argument
for materialism, this one due to U.T. Place and J.J.C. Smart. Chapter 7 uses
phenomenalism to shed light on some central questions in the philosophy
of science. Chapter 8 explores phenomenalism’s implications for the mind–
body problem. Chapter 9 offers a phenomenalist theory of perception.
Chapter 10 wraps things up with a review of my overall position, and a
comparison of phenomenalism to David Lewis’s Humean supervenience.

Following is a more detailed overview.
Chapter 2 introduces Mill’s theory and puts it into historical context, in

relation both to the 18th- and early 19th-century metaphysics that preceded
it and to the late 19th- to early 20th-century metaphysics that followed. The
goal of this chapter is to develop Mill’s position in enough detail to make its
pros and cons evident. This will make it easier to see what it will take to put
phenomenalism back on the map, which is the goal of this book.

Roughly, phenomenalism is the view that the physical world is a potential
for things to be as traditional idealists, like Berkeley and Leibniz, think things
actually are: hence the popular caricature of phenomenalism as “Berkeley
without God.” Chapter 2 traces the roots of Mill’s phenomenalism back to
traditional idealism, explaining how Mill’s position grew out of earlier ide-
alist thinking via the Kantian metaphysics that predominated in Mill’s day.⁶

Millian phenomenalism played an important role in late 19th- to early
20th-century metaphysics, and philosophers took it seriously into the
1960s. Since then, phenomenalism hasn’t received much attention, and the
attention it has received has often done more to obscure than illuminate
Mill’s position. After giving my own interpretation of Mill’s theory, I

⁶ The “Berkeley without God” caricature is due to G.J. Warnock (1969: 225). As we’ll see in
Ch. 2, a better caricature would be “Kant without noumena.”
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criticize several interpretations that cast the theory in an unflattering light.
This will give me a chance to dispel some common misconceptions about
phenomenalism.⁷

In Chapter 3, I develop the argument for phenomenalism that I sketched
at the beginning of this chapter: the physical world is whatever explains
why our perceptual experiences exhibit the regularities they do; the expla-
nation is that there are objective tendencies for experiences to exhibit those
regularities; therefore, the physical things we perceive are such tendencies.
I argue that our everyday ways of thinking and acting show that we’re
already committed to the first premise of this argument. In support of the
second premise, I argue that a phenomenalist explanation of the regularity
of experience is superior to alternative explanations, such as those we get
from Kantians and metaphysical realists.

The purpose of Chapter 4 is to say exactly what kind of experiential
phenomena I take physical things to be possibilities for. Roughly, the phe-
nomena are groups of experiences relating in the ways that experiences
typically do relate to one another when they occur in different people
perceiving the same thing. To make this intuitive notion precise, I define
a “thinglike group” of experiences as a collection of experiences that boost
each other’s probability, and occur at the same location in time and space.

A main task of Chapter 4 is to develop a notion of an ideal spacetime in
which the experiences of different conscious subjects can occur. To that end,
I review the basic resources required to define physical spacetime, and define
ideal spacetime in terms of parallel experiential resources. I then define ideal
events, processes, objects, and worlds in terms of ideal spacetime and other
phenomenal and topic-neutral concepts.⁸

The physical world, in my view, is the possibility for a certain ideal
world. In Chapter 5, I explain what I mean by “possibility” in this context.
Basically, the ideal world for which there’s a possibility (in the relevant
sense) is the one that our own actual experiences would belong to, if
they belonged to an ideal world. To elaborate on this answer, I introduce
the notion of phenomenal probabilities—objective conditional probabilities
concerning purely experiential states of affairs—and explain how it allows us

⁷ Those impatient to get to the main argument of the book may want to skip Ch. 2 on a
first reading. However, reading this chapter will make it easier to navigate subsequent chapters,
which are partly informed by a need to avoid objections to Mill’s theory raised in Ch. 2.

⁸ Ch. 4 includes a fairly high-level overview of how physicists define spacetime relations. An
Appendix provides further details on scientific practice in this regard.
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to avoid the objections that drove people away from phenomenalism in the
mid-20th century.

At the end of Chapter 5, I officially state the phenomenalist theory I favor:
the physical world we inhabit consists of the phenomenal probabilities in
virtue of which a certain ideal world is the one that our own experiences
have the greatest probability of belonging to.

In Chapter 6, I give a second argument for phenomenalism. There is
an exceptionless correlation between physical things and possibilities for
thinglike groups of experiences; the best explanation for this correlation is
that physical things just are possibilities for thinglike groups of experiences;
so, physical things are such possibilities.

This argument is similar to an influential argument formaterialism: there’s
an exceptionless correlation between conscious experiences and certain
types of brain states; the best explanation for this correlation is that conscious
experiences just are such brain states; therefore, conscious experiences are
brain states.Thematerialist argument invites variouswell-known objections,
and the parallel argument for phenomenalism invites parallel objections.
I argue that phenomenalists have responses to these objections that are
unavailable to their materialist counterparts.⁹

In Chapter 7, I argue that phenomenalism sheds much-needed light
on the relationship between the scientific world-view and our everyday
experience of the world: the relationship is analogous to the one bywhich the
deeper layers of a hypertext relate to the higher-level layers that link to them.
I argue further that phenomenalism is an implication of the best explanation
of how scientific vocabulary, especially the vocabulary of physics, gets its
meaning.

Chapter 7 is also where I compare phenomenalism to structuralism, an
alternative reduction of the physical deeply informed by modern physics. I
argue that while the two theories have much in common, phenomenalism
is preferable, since unlike structuralism it gives a satisfying account of the
relationship between experience and the physical world.

Chapter 8 offers a phenomenalist perspective on the problem of con-
sciousness, understood as reconciling the prima facie scarcity of conscious-
ness with its prima facie fundamentality. We normally expect fundamental
phenomena to play a foundational role in our ontology, serving as a reduc-
tion base for higher-level phenomena, but it’s hard to see how a rare and

⁹ The materialist argument originates with U.T. Place and J.J.C. Smart: see Place (1956) and
Smart (1959).
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highly localized phenomenon such as consciousness appears to be can play
such a role. Consciousness seems fundamental, yet it can’t plausibly play
the foundational role we normally expect of fundamental phenomena.There
seems to be some mystery here.

Materialists try to solve the mystery by denying that consciousness is
fundamental; idealists and panpsychists try to solve it by denying that
consciousness is scarce; dualists say that the mystery is unsolvable. I argue
that phenomenalism not only is compatible with all of these options, but
combines with most of them to yield a more satisfying overall view of the
relationship between mind and body than we can obtain on any other terms.

Phenomenalism comes with a simple theory of perception: to perceive
something is to have one of the experiences for which the thing is a possibil-
ity. InChapter 9, I explain how this theory distinguishes veridical perceptual
experience from non-veridical experience, as well as how it accounts for the
possibility of phenomenally distinct perceptions of the same thing, and for
the difference between perceiving something and knowing about it in a non-
perceptual way. I argue that the phenomenalist theory of perception is an
attractive alternative to the representational and naive realist theories that
currently dominate the philosophy of perception.

Chapter 10 concludes the book with a summary of my overall case for
phenomenalism, and a comparison between phenomenalism and David
Lewis’s Humean supervenience, a prominent theory whose main sources
of anxiety—chance and experience—are the phenomenalist’s metaphysical
foundations.


